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Technical ConsiderationsTechnical Considerations



‘Getting to Know You’ 

Pre-induction Social Network

Ruth Brooks

Course Leader BA (Hons) Business 

Management
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Andrew Raistrick



Starting university is an exciting but challenging time.

Level of study

New friends

Transition from FE to HE
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New friends

Moving away from home

Costs 

Have they made the right choice?



Induction should be an ongoing process (Holdsworth 2006)

Widening participation has an impact on transition (Knox 

2005)
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2005)

Students may not have the cultural capital to invest in 

starting university (Leese 2010)



Summer school social network

Videos about university

FAQ’s before induction
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FAQ’s before induction

Pre-induction social network



To introduce the teaching team

To provide information about the course

To help with travel and parking arrangements

To share previous student experiences 

Aim of the project:
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To share previous student experiences 

To talk to tutors as well as new and existing students

To introduce the Blackboard VLE



Which Social Network

High native use

Easy Engagement

Free (at the time)

In-house expertise
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Easy Engagement

Media demonization

Encroach on students’ space

Harder to control

In-house expertise

Closed network

Easy to control and moderate

Easy to theme



Ning Blackboard Training

Presentation 1-2-1
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Support Engagement



Ning / Blackboard Branding

Synergy
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Engagement



Ning / Blackboard Branding
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Ning / Blackboard Branding

Provisional Student

Applicant

Conditional Offer A-Level results
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Current Student

Pre-enrolment Portal Blackboard / Ning Account

Unconditional Offer Acceptance



Ning / Blackboard Enrol

Student

Records 

System
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Blackboard



Personal letter from course leader explaining the site and 

asking them to get in touch with their e-mail details.

Invite to join the ning and the Blackboard site
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Invite to join the ning and the Blackboard site

Welcome messages

Student led interaction



Third of students joined the network.

Some used the Blackboard site only.
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Users felt they benefited from the experience.



“its so useful!! to contact with tutor and find friends on same 

course!! all course should make this system :) ”

I thought the site was a great idea! It helped settle my 
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I thought the site was a great idea! It helped settle my 

nerves for the first day because it gave me an idea on 

who would be on my course, and allowed me to find out 

a bit about them.It also meant that I could ask you any 

questions on anything I was unsure about
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